PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Release
WHAT/

Arab.AMP inaugural season launches at Temescal Art Center in Oakland featuring musician Donia Jarrar (electronics/installation)

WHEN/

Friday, 17 August 2018
Doors 8pm, Concert 8:30pm followed by celebration.

WHERE/ TAC: Temescal Art Center
511 48th Street Oakland CA 94609
ENTRY/

By donation

More about Donia/

Los Angeles-based Donia Jarrar is an award-winning Palestinian-American composer, pianist, and multimedia artist whose work spans the
genres of classical, electronic, experimental, and pop music. Born to a Palestinian father and an Egyptian-Greek mother, she grew up between
Kuwait, Egypt, the West Bank, and the United States. Jarrar's latest work, Seamstress, is a multimedia and interdisciplinary documentary
song-cycle based on oral history interviews conducted with Palestinian women, across three generations and from differing socioeconomic
backgrounds. She has worked extensively in documenting the voices of marginalized communities within occupied Palestine and in juxtaposing
contemporary media narratives of these communities with collected oral histories. Her personal experiences have strongly shaped her
compositional voice, leading her to explore the universal themes of memory, identity politics, exile, displacement, and cultural narrative. She
holds a Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the University of Michigan's School of Music.
More about Arab.AMP/
A

M
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music myth movement

performance poetry praxis

Arab.AMP is a platform for the work of Arab Experimentalists working in the Arab world and its diaspora. Arab.AMP is curated and directed by
Leyya Mona Tawil, who has operated in the field of performance and music for over 20 years. Tawil articulates Arab Experimentalism as a field
that accumulates regional and diasporic realities through transgressive arts practices. Arab.AMP celebrates the plurality of Arab voices
operating in futurism, the Avant Garde and experimental forms. At this time, Tawil is prioritizing live art, performance and concert programming.
Arab.AMP has partnering venues throughout the US and internationally. Our upcoming season is a series of discrete events throughout the US,
culminating in a multi-city tour for our first artist from abroad, Dirar Kalash.

CONTACT/
www.ArabAMP.com

@arab.amp

#ArabAMP

#ArabExperimentalism

#ArabAvantGarde
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arab.experimentalist @ gmail.com
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